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bstract

intering is a common technique for the production of ceramic, metallic and composite bodies and components. During this process it is known that
nternal stresses can arise from external constraint or from differential densification. These stresses can give rise to significant strain rate changes,
istortions and damage in the fired parts. For quality control of sintered bodies, it is necessary to measure or predict the changes in deformation

ehaviour that occurs as the porous starting bodies undergo densification. Contributions of the continuum mechanical approach to this problem of
onstrained sintering are reviewed. Theoretical predictions as well as experimental techniques and results are detailed. Special emphasis is given
o the development of anisotropy that can develop in the microstructure of a sintering body in response to the internal stresses.

2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Sintering is a common means for producing materials in a
seful and robust form, especially ceramics, and involves heating
powder assemblage or other porous structures. The porous

tructure usually undergoes densification and strengthening, as
ell as developing other required functions. Sintering is also a

echnology and science with ancient roots that has increased in
omplexity in both structure and function. For example, compare
he clay pottery produced in the early Chinese dynasties to the
ntegrated co-fired electronic packages being produced today.
n early societies, ‘fired’ ceramics were not only important for
heir function but also as a means of expression and status. Today
he emphasis is often more on the commercial use of sintered

aterials as components in complex engineering structures.
From a technological point of view, it is critical to under-

tand how to control the sintering process and to ensure that
eproducible materials of high quality are obtained. Understand-
ng the mechanisms involved in the sintering process is clearly
n important strategy for obtaining this control. In the last 50

ears, there have been significant developments in understand-
ng sintering mechanisms and there has been great success in
ntegrating this theory for all scale levels, from the atomistic to
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he macroscopic. In the last 25 years, attention turned to situa-
ions in which internal stresses develop during the densification
rocess as a result of mismatch in the sintering rates within
he sintering body or component. An important development
as the use of continuum mechanics to describe the deforma-

ion behaviour of porous bodies and to predict the stresses and
trains that can develop from strain incompatibilities. Clearly,
his is an important approach if these stresses and strains can be
inked to damage or distortion that can occur during the sintering
rocess and, hence to the quality and yield of the final product.
lthough continuum mechanics would seem to ignore structure,

t has been shown that the scale levels can be linked. For exam-
le, it is possible to link the mechanisms of atomic motion with
he basic thermodynamic driving forces, extrinsic factors, such
s temperature and the changing thermo-mechanical properties
f the porous material as the porous structure changes. More-
ver, for accurate modelling and simulations, the structure must
e described at multiple scale lengths. For example, in crys-
alline materials, the atomistic, crystalline, pore structure, phase
eometries and component shape would all be linked.

One of the difficulties with the above approach is that the
nternal stresses that develop within a sintering body will change
he structure and hence the densification rate. This perturbation

eads to a ‘stress memory’ effect that will lead to anisotropy
f the sintering behaviour, producing new challenges for both
he theorist and experimentalist. The aim of this review is to
escribe developments in sintering theory, especially those using

mailto:green@ems.psu.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jeurceramsoc.2007.12.012
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrations of structures that will undergo differential densification: (a) Composite materials in which a porous matrix densifies around rigid
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nclusions, (b) a thin film densifying on a non-densifying substrate, (c) Layered s
aterial that has density variations. For powders containing agglomerates the i

he surrounding material.

ontinuum mechanics to describe constrained sintering. The
ecent developments in the experimental methodology used to
haracterize the deformation behaviour and, the influence of the
nisotropy in the sintering process will also be described. Finally,
he new challenges to the theory and practice of constrained
intering will be outlined.

. Sintering theory and constrained densification

The main foundations of sintering theory were laid from the
ate 1940s to the 1960s. These developments are now described
n several textbooks and reviews.1–7 In these advancements, par-
icle models were devised based on identified mechanisms of
tomic motion. These theories linked atomic fluxes associated
ith the sintering process to the thermodynamic parameters, the

onsolidation behaviour and grain growth, thus integrating the
nderstanding at different scale levels. In addition, it was impor-
ant to incorporate the structural transition from open to closed
orosity as the pore structure is changed and removed.

An important concept during these developments was that
f sintering potential. The sintering potential in isotropic den-
ification is equivalent to the hydrostatic stress that is sufficient
o halt the densification process and hence reflects the driving
orce for sintering, i.e., the reduction of interfacial energy. For
he sintering of ceramics, sintering can occur in the solid state

r can be aided by the presence of a liquid. In both cases, the
tom transport is often associated with diffusion processes. An
mportant development was that diffusional sintering mecha-
isms could be viewed as a creep process, which allows for the

n
o
i
n

res of two or more types of materials that densify at different rates, (d) a porous
ion in (a) can replaced by an agglomerate that densifies at a different rate than

ncorporation of continuum mechanics into the methodology
see Olevsky8).

The trouble with early sintering theory was that it was usu-
lly limited to two particle models. In the early 1980s, this lack
f complexity compared to real particle packing was seen as a
ajor obstacle to further theoretical developments. There has,

owever, been significant progress in numerical simulation of
he sintering process, as pioneered by Riedel and co-workers and
pplied recently by Kraft and Riedel9 to real sintering bodies.
hese types of simulations can also incorporate simultaneous
intering mechanisms and external factors, such as gravity, tem-
erature gradients and friction. Numerical simulations have the
otential to deal with more complex particle packing geome-
ries and the sintering structure can be described at multiple
nd integrated scale levels. The simulations can also be cou-
led to models or experimental data for green body structure. In
ecent times, improved tools are also being developed for in situ
bservation of the sintering process, such as X-ray computed
omography.10

In the 1980s, new challenges for sintering science appeared
ith the interest in structural ceramics and the need to develop

mproved materials. The main paradigm was to develop com-
osite materials with the addition of particles, whiskers or fibres
o produce ceramic matrix composites with increased fracture
oughness and strength.11 Clearly, this meant there was a tech-

ological necessity to sinter composite materials. In the area
f functional ceramics, there was an interest in using ceramics
n the rapidly expanding microelectronic industry, in commu-
ication devices and as sensors and actuators. From this the
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Fig. 2. Examples of damage and distortion in sintering structures: (a) cavity formation during the densification of an alumina-zirconia laminate, adapted from
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ai et al.13 (b) Sintering damage around a metal via after co-firing with a cera
lumina-zirconia composite caused by an agglomerate that densified more rap
eramic after being subjected to surface constraint, micrograph courtesy of Ara

eed to sinter ceramics in some complicated geometric pat-
erns, such as thin films or layered structures arose, often in

iniaturized form. The combinations of multiple materials into
single device meant, there was an economic incentive to simul-

aneously sinter (co-fire) the materials. The development of the
intering process for multilayer capacitors, in which ceramic
ielectric and metal electrodes are co-fired, is a good example.
n more recent times, microelectronic packages with complex
D structures and ceramic micro-systems need to be co-fired.12

The above developments produced a new set of challenges for
intering theory, particularly when parts of a structure densify
t different rates and temperatures than other parts (differential
ensification) or if the sintering is externally constrained (con-
trained densification). These problems are illustrated in Fig. 1.
n the sintering of composites, a porous matrix is often required
o densify around the second phase material that can be present in
variety of geometric forms, e.g., particles, whiskers, platelets
r rods (Fig. 1(a)). Thus, the matrix is densifying onto rigid
einforcements. The reinforcement is placed under a compres-
ive stress and the mean stress in the matrix is tensile. A similar
ituation arises when a ceramic film densifies by sintering on
rigid substrate (Fig. 1(b)). In this case, the sintering film will
e placed in biaxial tension by the substrate and the densifica-
ion can only occur in vertical direction. In layered structures
hat are co-fired, the layers will usually try to shrink at different
ates and the layers will constrain each other, again leading to
nternal stresses (Fig. 1(c)). A more generic source of internal
tress can occur even in a single-phase material system and is

result of inhomogeneous powder packing in the green bod-

es (Fig. 1(d)). The differential sintering associated with these
ensity variations leads to differential densification and, hence
nternal stresses. A further complication arises due to the pres-

t
p
n
S

ielectric, micrograph courtesy of Aravind Mohanram. (c) Failure origin in an
han the surrounding material. (d) Hole distortion in low-temperature co-fired

ohanram.

nce of agglomerates in these compacts, which induces locally
ifferential densification. For example, an agglomerate that den-
ifies faster or slower than the surrounding matrix could replace
he inclusion depicted in Fig. 1(a).

For all the above self-stressed systems, there must be a force
alance at all times. For example, in Fig. 1(b), the film is in ten-
ion and there is a compensating compression in the substrate. In
ll these examples, the internal stresses have the potential to hin-
er densification or lead to defects and/or distortions in the fired
odies. Some examples of damage and distortion that resulted
rom constrained sintering are shown in Fig. 2. It is also impor-
ant to understand that self-stresses arise in multi-component
odies during the cooling stage of the sintering process, usually
n the form of residual stresses. These stresses usually result from

ismatches in the thermal expansion behaviour of the various
omponents or from other types of strain mismatch and can be
rders of magnitude greater than the stresses that occur during
ensification. Cooling stresses in ceramics are usually described
sing linear elasticity and can be high enough to initiate various
odes of fracture or permanent deformation. For the success of

he sintering process, the cooling stresses must be controlled but
heir discussion is beyond the scope of the present review.

. Continuum mechanical description of sintering

There has been substantial effort to develop constitutive mod-
ls to understand differential sintering. Many early approaches
ssumed the sintering material to be viscoelastic. As with sin-

ering theory, the similarity of constrained sintering to the creep
rocess allowed continuum mechanics to be used with the
eed to incorporate the changing microstructure. Bordia and
cherer14–16 critically examined these viscoelastic models and
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uggested that it would be more appropriate to use a constitutive
quation based on linear viscous deformation. They argued that
he viscoelastic treatment is not only inapplicable but also even
nnecessary. While it is reasonable to assume that the sintering
ompact is viscoelastic, the elastic component is rather small
uring densification given the densification strains are enormous
ompared with the elastic strains. Moreover, the observed defor-
ation results entirely from flow or creep. In fact, studies showed

hat the elastic response showed only a transient rise in stress
nd the stress at the end of the transient would be the same as that
alculated from a purely viscous analysis. Bordia and Scherer
oncluded that a viscoelastic analysis is unnecessary.14 This con-
lusion significantly simplifies the theoretical underpinning for
odelling and for performing experimental measurements. As

hown by Cai et al.,17 the experimental measurements support
his concept.

.1. Isotropic formulation

For a linear viscous material, the strain rate components are
inearly proportional to the stress components and traditionally
our viscosity constants are defined, the shear (Gp) and bulk vis-
osities (Kp) or the uniaxial viscosity (Ep) and viscous Poisson’s
atio (νp). These parameters will be termed viscous constants but
hey are only constant for a defined temperature and a specific

icrostructure with the microstructure continuously changing
uring the sintering process. The deformation behaviour can
hen be defined in terms of any two of these constants. For an
sotropic, linear viscous material, Newton’s Law for the princi-
al stresses (σ1, σ2, σ3) and principal strain rates (ε̇1, ε̇2, ε̇3) can
e written as

ε̇1 = ε̇f + 1

Ep
(σ1 − vp[σ2 + σ3])

ε̇2 = ε̇f + 1

Ep
(σ2 − vp[σ1 + σ3])

ε̇3 = ε̇f + 1

Ep
(σ3 − vp[σ1 + σ2])

(1)

These equations are analogous to Hooke’s law for linear elas-
ic, isotropic continua, with strain rate replacing strain and the
ddition of the intrinsic free sintering strain rate, ε̇f.

Based on the linear viscous assertion, one needs to measure
r calculate these viscosity quantities for any point in an arbi-
rary sintering cycle. The above equations can also be used to
etermine the relationship between the viscosity constants and
he sintering potential, Σ. By setting the principal strain rates to
ero and using σ1 = σ2 = σ3 = Σ in Eq. (1), one obtains

= − Epε̇f

1 − 2vp
(2)

Eq. (2) is a critical equation as it allows the viscosity param-

ters to be related to the thermodynamic driving forces, notably
he surface energy and pore curvature. In addition, Eq. (2) can
e used to measure the sintering potential from experimental
easurements of the viscosity constants.

n
o
c
t

eramic Society 28 (2008) 1451–1466

There are numerous theoretical expressions for the viscosity
onstants in Eq. (1). These models usually relate the viscosity
onstants to temperature, relative density and (if polycrystalline)
rain size. It is not, however, appreciated that the green density
ill also influence these constants since the densification of the
orous structure can proceed in a variety of ways from differ-
ng starting pore structures. In addition, other processes, such
s crystallization18 or chemical reactions may occur simulta-
eously with densification. The theoretical approaches can be
roadly classified into phenomenological and micromechanical
odels.
The micromechanical models are usually based on an ele-

entary cell, composed generally of a contact between two
articles or an isolated pore in a matrix. The sintering mech-
nisms are then introduced, e.g., grain boundary diffusion,
urface diffusion and volume diffusion for crystalline solids,
iscous flow for amorphous solids, contact flattening for liq-
id phase sintering, etc. The authors then predict the cell
ehaviour during free sintering or under an external stress. For
nstance, Scherer19,20 proposed expressions for Ep and νp as
unctions of relative density for low-density glasses based on a
icrostructural model consisting of cubic unit cells of cylin-

rical particles. The model did not take into account grain
rowth and assumed a specific geometric arrangement of the
ores. Similarly, Mackenzie and Shuttleworth21 derived expres-
ions for shear (Gp) and bulk viscosities (Kp), based on a
pherical shell model. Skorokhod,22 Bassani23 Qian et al.24 sug-
ested expressions for effective shear and bulk viscosities using
elf-consistent methods. Other micromechanical models, such
s those of McMeeking and Kuhn,25 Cocks,26 Swinkells and
shby,27 Helle et al.,28 Riedel et al.,29,30 and Jagota et al.31

onsider the different stages of sintering, such as the initial,
ntermediate and final stages, and take into account the inter-
ction between grain growth and densification. For example,
iedel et al.29,30 derived expressions for the intermediate and
nal stages of sintering based on an analysis for three dif-
erent grain arrangements assuming grain-boundary diffusion
s the predominant creep mechanism. Kraft and Riedel9 have
ecently reviewed the various refinements to this approach. Du
nd Cocks32 developed a general constitutive model for differ-
nt stages of sintering incorporating grain growth with creep and
he densification model of Hsueh et al.33 Bordia and Scherer14

ndicated several problems with the Hsueh et al. analysis,33 pri-
arily that the underlying experimental data was not equivalent

o a realistic sintering structure as the pores were artificially
ntroduced. Finally, some micromechanical models have con-
idered the statistics of particle contacts.28,34 In summary, the
orrelation between viscosity parameters and atomic transport
echanism has been provided for intermediate and final stage

intering for the case of simple, well described, isotropic powder
acking structures. Initial stage sintering, including rearrange-
ent, has not yet been covered as successfully.
In addition to these analytical models, sinter-forging tech-
iques were used to determine how viscosity varies as a function
f relative density for glasses, ceramic-filled glasses and poly-
rystalline ceramics. Models derived from these data constitute
he empirical approach for developing constitutive equations for
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intering. In these studies, a loading dilatometer under constant
oad was used to study simultaneously the creep and densifica-
ion of a porous sample and thus, calculate the shear and bulk
iscosities. De Jonghe, Rahaman et al.35–40 and Raj et al.41–44

erformed most of these studies in the late 1980’s. Raj and
ordia41 assumed explicit spring-dashpot elements to represent

he constitutive properties of a porous material. As pointed out
ater by Bordia and Scherer,15 this analysis41 has several limi-
ations, most importantly that the shear viscosity is assumed to
e constant. Generally, De Jonghe, Rahaman et al.35–40 and Raj
t al.41–44 concluded that the strain rate varies linearly with the
tress.

Bordia and Scherer15 have compared several of the above
odels and noted they all predict differing dependencies of the

iscosities on the relative density, especially the shear viscos-
ty. Gillia45 recently performed a similar comparison. Bordia
nd Scherer15 also pointed out that several of the theoretical
xpressions for the viscosity constants (i.e., Refs. 22, 33 and 43)
redict a negative viscous Poisson’s ratio in contradiction to the
xperimental data and this leads to the prediction of high stresses
uring sintering. The problems with the theoretical expressions
or the viscosity constants have made them very difficult to apply.
illia et al.46 have echoed the same sentiment more recently.
hang et al.47 recently measured the uniaxial viscosity of Gd-
oped ceria. The experimental data were best predicted by the
xpression of Rahaman et al.37 Good agreement was also found
ith the models of Riedel et al.29,30 and Hsueh et al.33 Bor-
ia and Scherer14 also questioned the use of sinter forging to
btain the viscosity constants, as the application of a continuous
niaxial load could lead to anisotropy in the microstructure. In
ater sections, we will show that microstructural anisotropy does
ccur when stresses are applied to a sintering material. In addi-
ion, the development of new experimental tools for measuring
he viscosity constants will also be described.

.2. Modes of constraint

Once the viscosity constants are known for component mate-
ials in a sintering structure there is still the need to couple this
nformation with the linear viscous solution for the geometry of
intering structure. Solutions for the four constraint geometries
hown in Fig. 1 will be discussed in the following.

.2.1. Sintering around inclusions
As mentioned earlier, constrained sintering arises locally in

he sintering of composites since one is usually adding ‘non-
ensifying’ inclusions to a matrix that densifies. In this situation,
he mean stress will be compressive on the inclusion and ten-
ile on the matrix, thereby opposing densification. The internal
tress field will also depend on the shape of the second phase
nd its volume fraction. In agreement with this simple descrip-
ion, studies48–51 confirmed the densification rate decreases with
ncreasing volume fraction of inclusions and that densification

pparently ceases before the theoretical density is reached. Per-
olation theory52,53 was found to be relevant to the constrained
intering of composites. Above the percolation threshold, the
econd phase forms a continuous network that will act like a

t

b
t
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keleton and will severely inhibit densification. For example, in
he sintering of composites, such as depicted in Fig. 1(a), the
roblem is often modelled as a linear viscous matrix being sin-
ered around the inclusion. Bordia and Scherer discussed this
nalysis in depth16 so there is no need to duplicate this debate
ere.

.2.2. Co-firing of laminates
Other important stress solutions are those associated with lay-

red structures. They all derive from the fact that the integrals
f stresses and bending moments along the thickness direction
should be equal to zero for a multilayer in mechanical equilib-

ium without the application of external forces. For example, Cai
t al.13,54 considered a symmetric laminate consisting of alter-
ating layers of two sintering materials. Using the infinite plate
olution for linear viscous, densifying materials, it was shown54

hat the equi-biaxial stresses that arise in the layers are given by

1 = 1

1 + mn
E′

p1�ε̇ (3)

here

= t1

t2
, n = E′

p1

E′
p2

(4)

where t is the layer thickness, �ε̇ = ε̇2 − ε̇1 the mismatch
f strain rates between the layers, E′

p = Ep/(1 − νp) for plates
nd E′

p = Ep, for beams and the subscripts refer to layer 1 or 2.
he above solution is obtained by setting the strain rates in the

wo layers equal to each other and maintaining a force balance
or the compensating tensile and compressive stresses in the
wo layers. For example, if layer 1 is shrinking faster than layer
, then layer 1 will be in equi-biaxial tension and layer 2 in
qui-biaxial compression.

Cai et al.54 used the above analysis to calculate the stresses
hat arise in the densification of alumina/zirconia laminates and
ow the densification stresses could be reduced by changing
he composition of the layers. It was also shown30 that the
tresses during densification would be the same even if the
ayers were considered to be viscoelastic. In order to confirm
he stress calculations, Cai et al.13,54 performed experiments on
lumina/zirconia bi-layers. The asymmetry in these laminates
llows the structure to bend in response to the stresses that arise.
or example, the layer that shrinks faster will be in tension but

his stress can be relaxed by bending of the bi-layer. The normal-
zed degree of curvature, k, of the bi-layer was predicted using
ef. 54:

= t1 + t2

r
= 6(m + 1)2mn

m4n2 + 2mn(2m2 + 3m + 2) + 1
· �ε̇ (5)

here r is the radius of curvature. Eqs. (4) and (5) are very
seful as they show which factors control stress evolution and
istortion in layered structures and, thereby indicate routes for

heir mitigation by microstructural design changes.

Using a different approach, Kanters et al.55 argued that a
i-layer geometry can be described using Kirchhoff thin plate
heory description under the assumption that the global thickness
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emains small compared to the radius of curvature and that edge
ffects can be neglected. No stress develops in the thickness
irection, z, and the bi-layer is under a biaxial stress state. Radial
train rate as a function of position along z is given by

˙r(z) = ε̇0 − zκ̇ − żκ (6)

here ε̇0 is the strain rate for z = 0 and κ the inverse of curva-
ure radius. Then the radial stress can be computed through the
hickness:

r(z) = Ep(z)

1 − νp(z)
(ε̇0 − zκ̇ − żκ − ε̇f(z)) (7)

Curvature rate and in-plane strain rate are then obtained by
olving the force and moment equilibriums. These approaches
o predicting stress in bi-layers explicitly include the evolution
f sintering viscosity during densification and grain growth as
ell as the evolution of sintering stress and its interaction with

ompatibility stresses for the different layers.

.2.3. Sintering of thin films
Bordia and Raj56 studied the sintering of thin ceramic films

n rigid substrates and presented a model using phenomeno-
ogical descriptions of the densification and shear properties.
cherer and Garino57 and Hsueh58 performed similar contem-
orary analyses. Assuming the densifying film is linear viscous,
q. (1) can be used to calculate the stresses that arise from sin-

ering on a rigid substrate. If the film is totally constrained in the
1–x2 plane, then ε̇1 = ε̇2 = 0 and the film stress, σf, is easily
erived from Eq. (1) as

f = − Epε̇f

1 − νp
(8)

The strain rate in the non-constrained direction, ε̇3, also fol-
ows and it depends only on υp and the unconstrained strain rate,
.e.

˙3 = ε̇f

(
1 + νp

1 − νp

)
(9)

Jagota and Hui59,60 have taken into account the sliding of a
lm on a substrate, introducing an equivalent friction coefficient
or the interface. This coefficient depends on film thickness and
ature of substrate. Under certain assumptions constrained sin-
ering may also be used to determine viscous Poisson’s ratio as
hown by Mohanram et al.61 on LTCC tapes.

At the microscopic scale, a few attempts have been made to
imulate the evolution of particle geometry under constraining
onditions. A geometrical model describing two constrained par-
icles in contact volume conservation62 highlighted the effect of
ihedral angle and limited grain size on film densification. Wakai
nd Aldinger63 used a surface evolver program to minimize sur-
ace and grain boundary energies to model the equilibrium shape

f initially spherical identical particles for which the distance
etween mass centres is fixed. Similarly, Bordère et al.64 devel-
ped a Monte Carlo approach to solve this problem for a viscous
aterial.

a
m
c
F

eramic Society 28 (2008) 1451–1466

Zhao and Dharani65 and Olevsky et al.66 have performed
umerical simulations. Near the free edge, density is not uni-
orm after sintering and a shape distortion is observed, the free
pper corner having a higher density than the lower constrained
orner. However, apart from the edge, the relative density is
lmost uniform. Nevertheless, this free edge effect could be
ore critical when sintering small features for which thick-

ess is not negligible compared to their lateral dimensions.
owever, accuracy of the simulated behaviour of the con-

trained film compared with experimental values still needs to
e addressed. Initial results obtained from thick ZnO bi-layers
re encouraging.66

In layered structures, advantage has been taken of constrained
intering by attaching non-densifying layers to sintering films.
hese are termed ‘zero-shrinkage structures,’67,68 as no shrink-
ge occurs in the layer plane. This is a useful effect as it means
olerances are more easily kept within the plane when multiple
ayers are sintered. As with thin films, significant stresses will
rise from the rigid constraint, the same as Eq. (9), making the
ayer more difficult to densify.69,70 In addition and especially
or rather thick structures, as the constraint is only applied along
he surface of the sintering body, free surfaces, such as holes in
he layers, will not be perfectly constrained, giving rise to curva-
ure of free surfaces as shown earlier in Fig. 2(d). As shown by
zeng and Jean69 using finite element analysis (FEA), the ten-
ile stresses that reduces the driving force for sintering decrease
rom the alumina/glass interface to the middle of the glass layer
n the thickness direction and they also decrease near the free
dges. These simulations were compared with experimental data
dimensions and local pore density) and showed a reasonable
greement.69

.2.4. Green-density gradients
It is accepted that particles are inhomogeneously packed

n green bodies and that differential sintering associated with
hese density variations leads to differential densification and
ossibly to the presence of defects or failure origins in the
intered material.71–76 Fractography has shown that crack-like
nternal surfaces were the origin of failure,74–76 as shown in
ig. 2(c). These internal surfaces developed as a result of dif-
erential sintering of agglomerates relative to their surrounding
owder ‘matrix’. Low-green-density regions are often found to
inter faster than high-density regions, which lead to internal
tresses and damage. Thus, specimens containing low-green-
ensity agglomerates could produce circumferential crack-like
oids at the agglomerate/matrix interface. In contrast, agglomer-
tes with a higher green density than the matrix will be subjected
o compressive strains by the matrix and produced radial crack-
ng around the agglomerate. Fig. 2(b) shows an example of a
etal via co-sintered with a ceramic dielectric that shows both

ypes of damage.
As co-sintered structures become more geometrically com-

lex, it is clear that analytical stress solutions will not be

vailable. The stress analysis then requires the use of finite ele-
ent analysis (FEA), which has been pioneered by Riedel and

o-workers, see recent review.9 Olevsky et al.66 has also used
EA extensively for sintering problems and recently combined
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ig. 3. Finite element analysis stresses of the by-layer sample for BaTiO3 at
300 ◦C: normal stress (x-direction) (adapted from Ref. 80).

his approach with mesoscale simulations of the sintering struc-
ure being developed by Tikare and co-workers.77,78 Schoenberg
t al.79,80 recently used finite element analysis to calculate the
tresses that occur as a result of variations in green density.
he approach involved measurement of the viscosity constants
s a function of green density combined with X-ray com-
uted tomography to describe the density variations prior to
intering. The finite element analysis then allowed a simula-
ion of the stresses and strains that occur in the densification
rocess of a specific sample. This allowed regions of high
tress to be identified and this was correlated to the observed
amage,80 as shown in Fig. 3. Ravi and Green81 have used
he analysis described earlier for bi-layers with differing green
ensities.

The advantage of FEA is that other effects, such as gravity,
riction, thermal gradients, residual stresses, different powder
acking geometries, simultaneous sintering mechanisms can
e incorporated into the analysis. The disadvantage is that it
ecomes more difficult to identify the fundamental parameters
hat control the stress and strain rate evolution. Another major
isadvantage is that there is little known about the damage mech-
nisms and the strength changes that occur during the sintering
rocess. It is generally supposed that stresses during sinter-
ng should not exceed the sintering potential as sintering will
ease but these stresses have not been linked to particular dam-
ge mechanisms. Finally, the emphasis in this paper has been
he stresses that occur during densification. There are, however,
rocesses, such as binder burnout and chemical reactions that
an also produce stress in a sintering structure. Although the
sotropic formulation has proved to be very useful in studying
onstrained sintering, it really only allows stresses to be pre-
icted for small perturbations. As will be shown below, if a stress
s applied continuously to a sintering material, the microstruc-
ure will become anisotropic, reflecting the deviatoric nature of

he stresses. For example, if equi-biaxial compressive stresses
rise during sintering, the interparticle necks will grow faster in
he stress plane than normal to this plane. This stress-induced
nisotropy will also be expected to change the magnitude of

F
p
(
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he sintering potential and the uniaxial viscosity in the stress
irections.

.3. Anisotropic formulation

Although sintering behaviour is often considered as isotropic
or the sake of simplicity, it appears that in reality many sinter-
ng bodies shrink in an anisotropic manner.82–86 This anisotropy
s easily characterized at a macroscopic level by measuring the
atio of axial to radial dimensions, strains or strain rates. How-
ver, it may be difficult to link this macroscopic anisotropy to
nisotropy in the microstructure. Indeed many characteristics
f particle packing may have an effect on sintering anisotropy:
lignment of anisometric particles, anisotropy in particle con-
act/pore curvature (also observable for spherical particles),
nisotropy in surface energy (if a crystallographic orientation is
vailable), presence of anisometric oriented inclusions, etc. Such
nisotropic features in green packing are induced by the process-
ng technique (e.g., tape casting, dip coating, uniaxial pressing
nd compaction, etc.). On the other hand, applied load,87 inter-
al stresses due to differential densification and constraining
onditions88 can act as sources of anisotropy as highlighted in
ig. 4, in which the radial and axial shrinkages are shown to
iffer after a sample has been subjected to an axial stress. In
uch cases, large deviations will be observed between isotropic
redictions and real behaviour.

To take into account this anisotropic behaviour, the isotropic
ontinuum mechanical framework presented in Part III can be
eneralized to the anisotropic case.88 For an orthotropic mate-
ial, principal strain rates ε̇i are related to principal stresses σi

ccording to

˙1 = ε̇f
1 + σ1

E
p − ν

p
21σ2

E
p − ν

p
31σ3

E
p (10a)
ig. 4. Time dependence of axial and radial strain rates after load removal, for a
ressure filtrated alumina compact sinter-forged up to ∼75% density at 1150 ◦C.
load was constantly adjusted to prevent any radial shrinkage)99.
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˙3 = ε̇f
3 + σ3
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here E
p
i and ν

p
ij are the axial viscosities and viscous Poisson’s

atios defined with respect to the principal directions. Some of
he EE

i and ν
p
ij values are related, i.e.
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In the general anisotropic case, knowledge of three free strain
ates (ε̇f

i) and nine independent material parameters are required.
n the specific case of transverse isotropy (as expected for sinter
orged specimens and constrained films), only two free strain
ates and five viscous constants are needed as discussed before in
ef. 88. Evolutions of anisotropic viscosities as well as viscous
oisson’s ratio values have to be determined from models or
xperiments. The applicability range of these linear relationships
as to be experimentally verified to assure that the anisotropic
aterial behaves linearly for the whole range of stresses over to
hich the material is subjected.
Following expressions for the in-plane stress σ∞ and the con-

trained densification rate of the film ε̇constr.
3 can be obtained from

qs. (10a)–(10c) using ε̇1 = ε̇2 = 0, σ1 = σ2, σ3 = 0, E
p
1 = E

p
2,

nd ν
p
13 = ν

p
23:

∞ = − E
p
1ε̇

f
1

1 − ν
p
12

(12)

˙constr.
3 = ε̇f

3 + 2ν
p
13

1 − ν
p
12

ε̇f
1 (13)

here direction 3 is the film thickness direction.
Several micromechanical models have been developed to

nvestigate the effect of an anisotropic microstructure on the
acroscopic strain rate anisotropy. The general goal of these

rocedures is to predict the evolution of an initially anisotropic
icrostructure during free sintering. The first attempt was

erformed by Scherer and Garino57 with a tube model for vis-
ous sintering. Several configurations were considered by other
esearchers: anisotropy in coordination number of spherical par-
icles by Jagota et al.,89 elliptical oriented particles sintering by
olid state diffusion or liquid phase sintering in 2D by Raj et al.90

nd asymmetric neck growth during the viscous sintering of a
hree-particle configuration, leading to particle rearrangement
nd anisotropic shrinkage by Zhou and Derby.91 Olevsky8 has
eviewed the effect of pore size and morphology on anisotropic
intering. By considering ellipsoidal voids oriented in a contin-
ous matrix,93 shrinkage anisotropy results from the interplay
etween the tensoric nature of the Laplace pressure (a smaller
adius of curvature leading to a larger sintering stress) and the
ntroduction of anisotropic viscosities and Poisson’s ratio. More
ecently, Olevsky and co-workers93 modelled a 2D array of
ectangular grains and elliptical pores placed at their corners.

spect ratio of both features was considered to calculate explic-

tly anisotropic viscosities and sintering stresses. However these
odels are only valid for the last stage of sintering (i.e., densities

bove 92%). Similar problems can be treated in a more flexi-

t
a
d
i
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le way by means of 2D Monte Carlo methods.94 Anisotropic
intering can then be studied starting from different and more
ealistic configurations. Ch’ng and Pan95 focused on the evolu-
ion of an elongated pore in an isotropic polycrystalline dense

atrix. As Olevsky and Skorohod predicted,92 the representa-
ive volume shrinks more along the direction of the long pore
xis. Other numerical simulation tools such as discretization of
urface and grain boundary diffusion equations for particulate
ystems84,96 or discrete element method97,98 have been used
o simulate anisotropic sintering after compaction under pres-
ure as well as the effect of an applied stress during sintering,99

nabling the determination of viscosities and Poisson’s ratio of
efined representative microstructures.

Even more pronounced than for isotropic sintering, difficul-
ies are foreseen to link these different approaches to model
he complete sintering of a powder compact to theoretical den-
ity. It is also expected that the 3D sintering behaviour of a
eal anisotropic material is different from that simplified in two
imensions. There are some reasons for that: it is particularly dif-
cult to define 3D porosity anisotropy for example, because void
paces are linked together and still form a continuous network
p to relatively high-density levels. Numerical models taking
nto account the arrangement of particles (like discrete element

odels) can to a certain extent give further insight in this topic. It
ay also be argued that the effect of external stress on shrinkage

nisotropy is indirect: the mechanical stress induces anisotropy
n the microstructure, which in turn affects densification rates in
ifferent directions after stress release. Therefore, 3D relation-
hips describing the effect of stress on microstructure still need
o be developed.

. Measurement techniques

.1. Sintering parameters

.1.1. Measurement requirements
The continuum mechanical parameters for sintering are

btained by measuring strain rates at fixed applied stress for
specific material, density, grain size and temperature. Current
quipment has a resolution of about 2 �m accuracy for deter-
ining dimensional changes, for a cylinder of 20 mm height

nd 12 mm diameter.100 To reduce the effect of friction at the
oaded ends and guarantee uniaxial stress state in the speci-

en, high-temperature lubricant such as boron nitride can be
sed and height/diameter ratio should be larger than 1.5. Recent
xperimental improvements addressed the problem of devel-
ping anisotropy87 while a load during hot forging is applied.
n order to obtain robust data points for an isotropic sintering
aterial, with minimum effect on the microstructure, a compro-
ise in hot forging has to be sought. A uniaxial load has to be

pplied long enough to get a strong signal above the background
oise, but short enough that the microstructure remains essen-

ially isotropic. Same consideration s can be applied to the stress
mplitude (in the range of the sintering stress). Fortunately, the
egree of anisotropic derailment can be quantified by assess-
ng the axial and radial strain rates after the axial load has been
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Fig. 5. Uniaxial sintering stress as a function of relative density for alumina
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techniques and the activation energies for grain boundary dif-
fusion were found to be in excellent agreement, as verified for
alumina.107 Problems with predictability for the uniaxial vis-
cosity as a function of density may only arise for cases where
ompacts sintered at 1250 ◦C, produced by two different processing methods:
ry pressing and pressure filtration.108 Predictions given by Riedel et al.30 are
lotted for comparison.

emoved.87 Using this technique, the optimum duration for load
pplication was found to depend on material, with alumina show-
ng limited anisotropy after a load application over a 5% density
ncrement,101 but a LTCC material exhibiting large anisotropy
fter the same density increment under load.102 This need for
compromise in the measurement technique has spawned two

oading procedures, cycling loading dilatometry17,46,103 and dis-
ontinuous hot forging.47,102,104 Cycling loading dilatometry
ses only short loading cycles to reduce anisotropy and to get
any data points, while discontinuous hot forging applies a load

nly until unacceptable anisotropy has developed, thus obtaining
nly few, but robust values for a given specimen. Since the axial
nd radial strain rates are obtained in discontinuous hot forging,
wo or three load applications may be feasible during one sin-
ering run, if the isotropic microstructure can be recovered to a
ufficient degree.

.1.2. Sintering potential
The sintering potential is related to grain size (or particle

ize in the case of amorphous materials), pore size, surface
nergy and grain boundary energy.30,105 The experimental deter-
ination utilizes Eq. (2) and is based on an extrapolation of

he linear relation between uniaxial stress vs. uniaxial strain
ate towards a strain rate equal to zero. Submicron oxides
ike alumina exhibit sintering potentials of a few MPa, while
anocrystalline oxides like zirconia can exhibit sintering poten-
ials of up to 100 MPa.55,106 In contrast, LTCC materials render
intering potentials in the range of 0.1 MPa.104 Temperature
as no practical effect on the sintering potential through the
inute changes in interfacial energies and small variations in

he sintering trajectory as verified for the case of alumina.107

he influence of density on sintering potential for the case of

lumina is provided in Fig. 5, both for a uniaxially pressed alu-
ina as well as for pressure-filtrated alumina.108 During the

ntermediate stage sintering the sintering potential is found to
ncrease. On transition from the intermediate stage of sintering

F
a
L
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o the final stage of sintering, the magnitude of the sintering
otential decreases. This increase and decrease occurs at a later
ensity and is much stronger for the case of pressure-filtrated
pecimens as compared to dry-pressed samples. The simulation
n Fig. 5 is based on a combination of the intermediate and the
nal stage sintering models of Riedel and co-workers,29,30 with

he actual grain size used from the experiment. Theory therefore
an only capture the transition from intermediate to final stage
intering in a rudimentary fashion. Further, since it relies on an
nitial assumption of powder packing, it cannot capture salient
etails in processing technology variations.

.1.3. Sintering viscosities
The uniaxial viscosity conveniently is determined from Eq.

1) for the case where σ2 = σ3 = 0, where the slope of the linear
elation between total active uniaxial sintering stress, σ1, and
niaxial strain rate, ε̇1, is evaluated. Examples for measurements
n gadolinium doped ceria47 are provided in Fig. 6 and com-
ared with data from an LTCC material.102 For a polycrystalline
aterial in general, the viscosity increases moderately until

bout 90% relative density17,47,101,107 due to thickening of necks
etween grains and reduction of pore space and then increases
trongly due to grain growth. In contrast, the increase in viscos-
ty for the LTCC material appears less drastic as the grain growth
ontribution does not apply.18,102 Note, that for the case of the
TCC material, crystallization changes the viscosity dramati-
ally and is an important part in the design of LTCC materials.18

or the case of crystalline materials, two models are also pro-
ided in Fig. 6 and demonstrate very good agreement. The
orrelation between macroscopic viscosity and atomic trans-
ort mechanism therefore is well treated in modelling. This fact
an be further ascertained by comparing temperature dependent
iscosity with temperature dependent diffusion data. The acti-
ation energies for the viscosity as measured using hot forging
ig. 6. Comparison between measured uniaxial viscosity normalized by density
nd theoretical predictions for a nanocrystalline Gd-doped ceria at 1100 ◦C and
TCC at 840 ◦C.
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he grain size–density relationship, described as sintering tra-
ectory, deviates from the common behaviour. Usually, grain
rowth is limited until about 90% of theoretical density, rather
ndependent on sintering mechanism (liquid or solid state sinter-
ng) and applied pressure (free sintering or hot pressing).110,111

anocrystalline powders, however, have a high-total surface
nergy, which can be reduced through elastic distortion of grains,
nd thus exhibit a higher tendency for agglomeration and dif-
erential sintering. Grain growth, therefore, ensues at lower
ensities than 90% TD in nanocrystalline materials,112 thus
mpacting the viscosity–density relationship.106

.1.4. Viscous Poisson coefficient
Determination of the viscous Poisson’s coefficient has

emained elusive for a long time and reliable data are still
are.104,109 Application of a uniaxial load during hot forging
an lead to anisotropy effects, thus thwarting good data for strain
ates. This is particularly problematic for the determination of
he viscous Poisson’s coefficient, as its determination rests with
he determination and then subtraction of small strain rates. From
q. (1) for uniaxial tension, one finds

p = ε̇f − ε̇2

ε̇1 − ε̇f
(14)

here 2 and 1 refer to transverse and longitudinal axis, respec-
ively. An alternative route of determining the viscous Poisson’s
oefficient has recently been applied for LTCC materials.102

his method utilizes independent determination of the unaxial
nd the bulk viscosity and computes the viscous Poisson’s coef-
cients by using the relationship between these two viscosities.

An example for three different sets of viscous Poisson’s coef-
cients is provided in Fig. 7. For solid state sintering, it exhibits
close to linear dependence on density,104,109,113 ranging from
bout 0.2 at green density to 0.5 at 100% TD. The case of the
TCC material, however, appears to be quite more complex
Fig. 7), with comparatively low values until 90% TD and then
nly a strong increase in viscous Poisson’s coefficient. These

ig. 7. Viscous Poisson’s ratios as a function of relative density for three dry
ressed materials: nanocrystalline Gd-doped ceria at 1050 ◦C,113 alumina at
250 ◦C104 and LTCC glass ceramic composite at 840 ◦C.102
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ata have been rationalized with remnant effects of anisotropy,
ot only due to pore shape but also due to alignment of aniso-
etric alumina particles.104 An alternate route to determining

he viscous Poisson’s coefficient through hot forging relies on an
valuation of constrained sintering.61 Eq. (9) provides a relation
etween the sintering rate under constraint as compared to free
intering through the viscous Poisson’ coefficient. This method
eeds to determine the degree of anisotropy and makes the
ssumption that anisotropy does not change during constrained
intering.

.2. Dimensional changes

.2.1. Curvature measurements
For many applications control of lateral shrinkage and

arpage is of highest importance. In microelectronics, final
roperties of the sintered components used in the radio fre-
uency range are affected by geometric accuracy and flatness.
xtensive experimental work has therefore been done in the field
f low-temperature co-fired ceramics (LTCC) systems and solid
xide fuel cells (SOFC). LTCC components are composed of
ultilayered ceramics, composites and metals to build up 3D

ircuits,114 whereas planar or tubular SOFC designs are made
f anode and cathode separated by an electrolyte layer.115 The
echnological goal is to minimize dimensional changes or at
east to control them very precisely. Unfortunately, compatibil-
ty stresses arise from different densification rates (and at later
tage different thermal expansion coefficients during cooling),
hich may induce delamination, cracking and also warping of

he sintering part if the structure is asymmetric.
Typical experimental characterization tools are high-

emperature optical dilatometers. They consist of a furnace
quipped with transparent windows and a magnifying cam-
ra, which enables the direct observation of specimen shape
nd dimensional changes.116 Additional filters and background
ighting as well as image processing can be used to enhance
mage quality. It is then possible to measure curvature and dis-
ortion of multilayered ceramics during sintering.

Lu et al.117,118 evaluated stresses for thin films sintering on
flexible non-sintering substrate. For example, a gold film or

reen LTCC tape deposited on silicon wafer was placed in a hot
tage. A laser beam going through a quartz window was reflected
y the curved surface and measured by an array detector. The in-
lane stress was estimated from the curvature using a modified
toney formula, to take into account the thickness changes of

he film during densification:

= kEsd
2
s

6(1 − νs)d0
· ρ(t)1/3

ρ0
· ds

ds + d0(ρ0/ρ(t))
(13)

here Es, νs, ds are the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and
hickness of substrate, ρ(t) and ρ0 are the instantaneous and
nitial film relative densities and d0 the initial film thickness.

dditional measurements of constrained film shrinkage are thus

equired. However, this equation only holds in case of thin coat-
ngs on a thick elastic substrate and the film properties are
eglected. The use of a bending substrate to evaluate the stresses
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Fig. 8. Simulated (dashed line) and measured (solid line) curvature as a function
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Fig. 9. Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed lines) curvatures of bi-layers of
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f time for two different structures (A100 standing for pure alumina and Z100
or pure zirconia, whereas Z70 is a mixture of 70 wt.% ZrO2 and 30 wt.% Al2O3)
adapted from Ref. 54).

uring constrained sintering may also underestimate substan-
ially the level of real tensile stresses occurring with a non-
eformable substrate, as the stresses are relaxed by the substrate
urvature.

Cai et al.13,54 adapted elastic relationships describing the
tresses and curling of layered ceramics to viscous materials,
s described in Part III. In the case of asymmetric struc-
ures, the degree of curvature is related to the mismatch in
intering strain whereas the rate of curvature change is pro-
ortional to the mismatch stress, and is therefore a good
ndicator of the instantaneous stress state. According to the
eveloped framework, relative viscosities of individual mate-
ials have a significant effect, for example, if one viscosity
s much higher than the other one, warpage may be reduced.
iscous parameters used in this approach can be measured on
ulk specimens or derived from theoretical models. The effect
f stresses on densification and grain growth is however not
onsidered.

The above approach has been first successfully applied during
eating ramp and isothermal hold to laminated zirconia-alumina
ayered composites,13 see Fig. 8. It has been extensively used
or screen printed LaSrMnO3-yttria stabilized zirconia YSZ or
iO–YSZ on YSZ tapes for SOFC,119 LTCC and multilayer

apacitor systems120–124 as well as alumina bi-layers with dif-
erent green densities.125 It is important to realize there are other
ossible origins for warpage. For example, binder burnout can
ead to bending if the binder is not homogeneously distributed
ver the tape height.126 Curvature may also be affected by the
ormation of a new phase. For example, spinel was formed in
ayered alumina/magnesia composites.127

Kanters’ approach55 was validated on bi-layered structures
ade of nanocrystalline zirconia tapes with a density mismatch.
iscous constants calculations were taken from the solid-state
intering model of Svoboda and Riedel29,30 but other models or
xperimental data can be used if available. As shown in Fig. 9,
urvature was predicted to a good agreement for a heating rate
f 50 K/h. More complex structures (for example three differ-

d
r
a
b

nitially 13 �m (open symbols) and 44 �m (full symbols) thick films of undoped
irconia onto a 460 �m thick 3Y-TZP tape. Heating rate of 50 K/h (adapted from
ef. 55).

nt material layers) can be described with this model. Current
odels on the evolution of curvature do not yet have effects of

nisotropy included.

.2.2. Film shrinkage
Measurement of the film shrinkage inside a furnace is an

xperimental challenge, due to the high-temperature environ-
ent and high resolution required for the measuring system.
ontrary to curvature measurements, precision given by optical
ilatometers is usually not sufficient to follow film shrinkage
uring constrained sintering, unless really thick films are
nvestigated. Classical contact dilatometers are not also ideal
ools for that characterization. Special attention has to be paid
o the fact that the measuring system should not affect the
intering of the film (negligible load should be applied on the
urface). Usual room temperature methods like ellipsometry
for thinner films) and reflectance spectroscopy or white light
nterferometer (for thicker films) are inefficient here, due to
i) refractive index changes when porosity decreases and (ii)
adiations emitted by the sample at high temperature which
ay strongly bias the measured spectra. Another solution is the

irect observation of a fractured film with a scanning electron
icroscope to measure its thickness before and after sintering.
owever, this simple procedure is time consuming and does
ot allow continuous measurement.

Garino and Bowen128,129 used an ingenious laser reflectance
pparatus to follow thickness changes under isothermal condi-
ions of constrained films. The laser beam was deviated by a

irror inclined due to the height difference between substrate
nd film top surface. Lu’s co-workers118,130 as well as Jean’s
roup131 updated this system to compare the densification kinet-
cs of gold or silver paste and glass ceramic composite films

eposited on silicon substrates. An alternative system uses a
ocking arm amplifying the height difference between substrate
nd film surface.132 A vertical laser scanner measures the gap
etween the bottom alumina substrate and the rocking arm. The
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sothermal shrinkage behaviour of 20–150 �m thick alumina
lms was measured by this technique.

Two general conclusions can be drawn from these stud-
es: (i) for polycrystalline films (zinc oxide, alumina, etc.),
ensification is not only retarded, but is also really impeded
y the constraining conditions, (ii) for sintering of glass
lms, the isotropic predictions are good at least qualitatively
hereas large discrepancies are observed for films densi-

ying by solid-state sintering.129,118,132 Several explanations
or this have been proposed (modified grain growth in con-
trained films, change of densification mechanism, anisotropy
evelopment) which require thorough microstructural charac-
erization.

.2.3. Microstructural characterization
Bordia and Scherer 16 foresaw in their review article the

ossible effect of constrained sintering conditions and sinter-
ng with rigid inclusions on the microstructure. They suggested
hat a geometrical constraint might lead to different neck sizes
nd grain sizes parallel and normal to the substrate/inclusion.
evertheless these assumptions had not been validated by exper-

mental characterization until very recently. There is also a need
o define parameters to characterize and quantify the preferential
rientation of features.

It has been shown on alumina,87 zirconia133 and LTCC134
ompacts that a uniaxial compressive stress induces anisotropy
n the microstructure. In particular, pores tend to align along the
oading direction. Furthermore, in the extreme case of zero radial
hrinkage sinter-forging experiments,99 as shown in Fig. 10,

ig. 10. Microstructure of uniaxially loaded alumina compact (zero radial
hrinkage up to ∼80% density), grain size ratio 1.12 (0.99 for a compact sintered
reely).99
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he ratio of average grain sizes measured normal and axial to
he load is higher than for free sintered specimens. In contrast,
ompacts sintered freely show an isotropic microstructure and
lmost random pore orientation. This stress-induced anisotropy
an be neglected if the load level and the time during that load
pplication are small.

Only few experimental works deal with the microstructural
haracterization of constrained films. Choe et al.118 observed
oughly a similar grain size between constrained and free gold
ayers, but without any quantitative measurements. Lin and
ean found that due to limited densification grain size of con-
trained silver films is smaller than that of free sintering for
omparable sintering times.131 Stech et al.112 sintered titania
hin films (65 and 140 nm thick) with an initial particle size
f 8 nm and measured the sintering trajectory, which is depen-
ent on the film thickness. Grain coarsening took place from
he very beginning of sintering so that above a density of
bout 90%, films consist of a monolayer of grains. Recently,
uillon et al.135 carried out an extensive characterization of

lumina films constrained by an alumina substrate. The sin-
ering trajectory was similar to that observed for specimens
intered freely. Grain anisometry induced by constrained sin-
ering was limited, possibly because of limited grain growth
t the studied densities. The choice of another parameter such
s neck size ratio may be more sensitive than grain size
o highlight changes in microstructure. On the other hand,
mage analysis of polished cross-sections in the thickness
lane revealed a continuous anisotropy development, as pores
ecome more elongated and align preferentially along the thick-

ess direction with increasing density in contrast to films
reely sintered (Fig. 11). This anisotropic microstructure may
xplain why constrained thin films cannot be accurately mod-

ig. 11. Pore orientation factor as a function of density for constrained alumina
hin films. Higher values indicate preferential orientation along thickness (a value
f 1 is characteristic for isotropic microstructure) (adapted from Ref. 135).
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lled by using data experimentally obtained for bulk isotropic
pecimens.132

A further complication arises in sintered films, where
icrostructural gradients have been identified. Calata et al.130

bserved the development of very coarse pores at the interface
ompared to the rest of the cordierite glass film, which may result
rom the constraining conditions but also from poor wetting of
he substrate by the glass. Sintering LTCC layers on alumina
ubstrate, Mohanram et al.70 found that the density of residual
ores was higher near the interface than in the bulk, probably
ecause the tensile stress that arises from the in-plane constraint
ay be highest at the interface. Ozer et al.86 observed a den-

ity gradient in alumina tapes containing oriented platelets: the
atrix was denser close to the edge of the platelets and porous

long the basal planes. This result was also confirmed for alu-
ina films136: a thin interface layer was observed in regions
here the density was lower and grain size was smaller than

lsewhere in the film. This observation may be attributed to
he hindrance of particle rearrangement for particles near the
ubstrate, due to friction against gliding and rotation. To com-
lete our understanding, the effect of nature and roughness of
he substrate on the constraining conditions should be investi-
ated.

Apart from observing 2D sections, a few 3D charac-
erization tools are available. In situ high-resolution X-ray
omputed microtomography has been used successfully to
onitor microstructural changes during sintering, especially
hen particles are still identifiable. This non-destructive tech-
ique uses X-ray radiographies of a rotating specimen, from
hich a 3D representation of local attenuation coefficient (which
aries accordingly to composition) is computed by means of spe-
ial algorithms.137 Currently, the best synchrotron beams enable
voxel size of about 0.3 �m to be attained. In order to catch fine
etails and extract reliable information from the measurements,
icrostructural characteristic features have to be large enough

ompared to the voxel size. Interesting in situ investigations have
een carried out on the free sintering of coarse metal,10,138 glass
nd ceramic powders.139 Properties difficult to extract from 2D
ross-sections such as spatial distribution of neck size or 3D pore
onformation can be obtained. Such a method is readily adapted
or fundamental studies of sintering, but it is limited to materials
ith a coarse microstructure. Better resolution can be obtained

rom dual beam FIB (focused ion beam) investigations, in which
section of the sintered structure can be removed by ion beam
achining. It enables 3D reconstruction from the ablated sec-

ions with the resolution of a SEM but sample preparation is
estructive.140

Nevertheless, density gradients can be assessed by X-ray
omputed microtomography.80,141 In this case, the required
esolution of the tomographic apparatus is well below the
icrostructural length scale and gives access to the local inter-

al density distribution. A 3D density map can be derived from
he measured differences in X-ray transmission levels (Fig. 12).

uch information is useful to characterize the homogeneity of

he sintering body and quantify density gradients due to com-
action or co-sintering of thick bi-layers and can be used as input
ata for finite-element analysis.80

d
a
d
d

ig. 12. Density gradients evaluated in a green specimen by means of X-ray
omputed microtomography (adapted from Ref. 80).

. Future developments

We identify three areas for future development, one on the
acroscale, related to processing, and two on the microscale.
here is now acceptable agreement between theory and exper-

ment where densification of the single-phase ceramic with
sotropic microstructure is concerned. An exemplary compar-
son for sintering potential as determined from theory and
xperiment has been provided in Fig. 5. As the theoretical treat-
ent typically starts with the assumption of a certain powder

acking geometry, salient details of processing technology typ-
cally cannot be captured. Sintering theory therefore needs to
evelop into a branch of processing theory where models can
n detail describe how powder packing during slip casting, tape
asting, etc. evolves. At the same time, the experimentalists need
o provide details of the green body (pore size distribution, grain
ize distribution, distribution of defects) as a function of pro-
ess technology and density to provide a viable opportunity of
erification for the simulation.

A more detailed look at microstructure unveils two fur-
her deficits. As already mentioned, there is a need for
xperimental and theoretical work covering the area of sin-
ering of anisotropic microstructures. This requires treatment
f evolution of microstructure under strain incompatibility and
eviatoric stresses, as well as densification and grain growth
or anisotropic microstructures. Anisotropy may evolve due to
nisometric microstructural features, but may also be preferred
n order to optimize microstructure. There are examples both
or structural142 as well as functional materials143 where an
nisotropic microstructure offers much improved properties.
herefore, studies in this field, do not only describe arising
roblems during processing, but also opportunities for property
mprovement.

Finally, properties based on an average microstructure (den-
ity, elastic modulus, etc.) can be well described, as can be the
volution of well-defined large pores.144 However, crack and

amage evolution under complex sintering conditions is envis-
ged as future area for development. This may include failure
ue to cracking but also missed tolerances due to edge effects or
efects around vias or electrode edges in multilayer structures.
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